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Background

Clinical trial registration fosters transparency in medical research. In the current atmosphere, published clinical trial results are subject to selective reporting bias, where positive outcomes are published at a higher rate than negative or inconclusive results.\(^1\)^\(^2\) This creates an incomplete picture of the research evidence, leading to issues such as the conduct of redundant trials that unnecessarily put human volunteers at risk and the application of incomplete information into patient care.

To mitigate this bias, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) set forth a policy in 2004 recommending all medical journal editors require prospective registration of clinical trials as a condition for publication.\(^3\) The ICMJE accepts registration in World Health Organization (WHO) International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP) primary registries and ClinicalTrials.gov, maintained by the National Library of Medicine (NLM). Prospective and complete registration of a trial in one of these registries satisfies the requirements of the ICMJE registration policy, and published articles resulting from trials are advised to list registry numbers at the end of the paper abstract.

Since the policy was first proposed, editors from both ICMJE member and nonmember journals have publicly adopted registration policies.\(^4\) The ICMJE policy went into effect in July 2005, and registration in the months following increased sharply.\(^5\) However, mixed compliance with the policy’s full requirements has been found and there remain problems with the quality of registration even among registered trials.\(^6\)^\(^7\) Despite broad support for trial registration among key stakeholders, some biomedical journal editors and trialists are unsure of its benefits.\(^8\)^\(^9\)

Nearly 10 years after the ICMJE policy went into effect, questions still remain about whether or not trial registration reduces bias,\(^10\) and many published trials still lack registration.\(^11\) Although journals

\(^8\) Wager E, Williams P. “Hardly worth the effort”? Medical journals’ policies and their editors’ and publishers’ views on trial registration and publication bias: Quantitative and qualitative study. *BMJ*. 2013;347:f5248. doi: [http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmj.f5248](http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmj.f5248).
have adopted policies requiring trial registration as a prerequisite for publication, compliance is still unclear.

This exploratory cross-sectional analysis examines the extent of trial registration policy adoption and implementation across MEDLINE-indexed journals that published results of at least one randomized controlled trial in 2013.

**Introduction**

This fall project’s objective was to understand factors that influence clinical trial registration through pilot quantitative and qualitative analyses on a set of MEDLINE journal citations for the results of randomized controlled trials (RCTs). The quantitative analysis characterized the sample for the frequency of trial registration across journal titles, stratified by impact factor (≥10 and <10) and subject category type (general and specialized). The qualitative analysis explored the degree of stated registration policy compliance among subsets of journals categorized in the quantitative analysis. Analysis was performed on a set of MEDLINE citations retrieved from PubMed after creation and refinement of a comprehensive and specific original search strategy.

Quantitative analysis was completed to characterize the results set in two ways. A comparison of citations with and without MEDLINE-indexed trial registry unique identifiers (or “registry numbers”) was completed to attain an estimated rate of compliance (percentage registered) among the journals. Given the significant range of this rate, assessing the journals’ rate of compliance against their impact factors and subject category type was then used to identify trends and areas for qualitative analysis.

Qualitative analysis built upon the quantitative analysis and was used to explore individual journal policies in greater depth. The quantitative analysis had limitations that hindered drawing conclusions based solely on the analysis. Journals have different trial registration policies, and some have none at all. Conclusions about policy enforcement therefore required a qualitative approach that examined individual journal policies. The qualitative analysis was highly exploratory and used to develop preliminary findings on individual policies.

**Methods**

**Search strategy**

The Associate iterated a series of increasingly comprehensive and highly specific PubMed search strategies to retrieve a set of MEDLINE citations for journal articles published in 2013 (print and e-pub) that (1) report the results of registered and unregistered clinical trials and (2) are subject to the medical journal editors’ stated registration policies (see Appendix A). Each subsequent refinement of the search strategy reduced the percentage of citations not subject to registration policies in the retrieved set (based on manual review of a subset), and eventually resulted in a more even distribution between citations with and without registry numbers (see Table 1).

Table 1 Results of Iterative Search Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Strategy</th>
<th>Total Number of Citations</th>
<th>Total Number of Citations with Registry Number (% Total)</th>
<th>Total Number of Citations without Registry Number (% Total) [Estimated % False Positives [FPs]]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 1. Publication Type: All Phase Trials, Controlled, RCT, OR Clinical Trial</td>
<td>39,849</td>
<td>6,288 (16%)</td>
<td>33,561 (84%) (30% FPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 2. Publication Type: Only RCTs</td>
<td>25,831</td>
<td>5,022 (19%)</td>
<td>20,809 (81%) (47.5% FPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 3. Refined Strategy based on COCHRANE</td>
<td>11,020</td>
<td>5,318 (48%)</td>
<td>5,702 (52%) (5% FPs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To distinguish between citations of registered and unregistered trials, MEDLINE-indexed registry numbers from the 16 World Health Organization (WHO) primary registries12 and ClinicalTrials.gov, each of which is recognized by the ICMJE registration policy, served as searchable proxies for “successful” trial registration in this project in lieu of time-intensive manual review of PubMed citations. These registry numbers are discoverable through PubMed’s Secondary Source ID ([si]) field, which carries a variety of databank names13 including trial registries and their registry numbers14 as listed on the last line of the abstract.

The initial iteration of the search strategy joined all related terms under the Clinical Trial Publication Type MeSH tree except for Observational Studies (not covered by the ICMJE policy) and Multicenter Studies (applies to studies not covered by ICMJE policy such as epidemiological studies) either with (“AND”) or without (“NOT”) registry Secondary Source IDs as a pair of queries (see Appendix A, First Search Strategy). This search, however, proved unreliable; randomized manual review of 40 retrieved citations without a registry number by the Associate indicated that many fall outside the scope of the ICMJE policy, such as nonhuman studies, protocol descriptions without trial results, meta- and secondary analyses, and other non-interventional studies. These nonrelevant results were considered “false positive” (FP) results and this process was used to evaluate the precision of each subsequent iteration (see Table 1, Estimated % False Positives [FPs]).

---

The project sponsors agreed to limit the search to the Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) Publication Type because the ICMJE policy unambiguously applies to citations accurately indexed as RCTs. The remainder of the search strategy remained the same (see Appendix A, Second Search Strategy). The manual review of the search results for FPs revealed decreased precision with citations that either (1) fell outside the scope of the ICMJE policy (e.g., a “vignette experiment”\textsuperscript{15}) or (2) did not appear to be RCTs as defined by the ClinicalTrials.gov data element definition, the MeSH term scope note, or the MEDLINE indexing policy (e.g., trials with nonrandomized interventions).

To develop a final search strategy with a high degree of specificity to capture exclusively RCT citations whether or not indexed as a Randomized Controlled Trial Publication Type by NLM indexers in MEDLINE, the Associate conducted a literature review to identify published search strategies for finding RCTs in PubMed (see Appendix B). In addition to numerous search strategies,\textsuperscript{16,17,18} the review also yielded published reports of problems in retrieving RCTs using Publication Type searching in PubMed, attributed mainly to limitations in the indexing process including the short time spent on indexing an article and indexers’ differing views on what constitutes an RCT.\textsuperscript{19} The literature also showed that Publication Type searching was not highly sensitive,\textsuperscript{18} retrieving a high proportion of nonrelevant results. The Associate found the literature about searching PubMed for RCTs to use in systematic reviews to be most useful and built upon the Cochrane Highly Sensitive Search Strategy for Identifying Randomized Trials in MEDLINE\textsuperscript{20} to create a new, comprehensive, and specific search strategy that did not significantly sacrifice sensitivity (see Appendix A, Final Search Strategy based on COCHRANE). This strategy incorporated title/abstract text search for terms common in published RCTs, such as “randomized,” “randomly,” and variants. Manual review of the new results found decreased retrieval of nonrelevant results that were outside the scope of the ICMJE policy.

Quantitative analysis

The two sets of citations (those with and without registry numbers as proxies for registered RCTs and unregistered RCTs, respectively) retrieved using the final search strategy were downloaded from PubMed as Comma Separated Values-formatted files (.CSV) and imported into Excel for analysis. The total percentage of citations with registry numbers for each journal was calculated. This results set was subdivided several times throughout the rest of the study for analysis. Each subdivided set was calculated for average number of RCT citations; average percentage registered; mode number of citations; median number of citations; and range of citations.

To analyze these data by journal impact factor and subject category, the journals were matched to their 2013 impact factors and medical subject categories downloaded from Journal Citation Reports\(^\text{21}\) (JCR). All journal titles in the sample of citations and listed as “Medicine, General & Internal” on JCR were categorized as “general” subject category journals; the remaining journal titles were categorized as “specialized” subject category journals. Because some non-general journal titles were associated with more than one specialty subject category, duplicates were removed from the list before analysis.

These two sets of general and specialized journals were further categorized by impact factor as “high impact” (i.e., 2013 JCR impact factor of 10 or higher) and “low impact” (i.e., 2013 JCR impact factor lower than 10) based on a previously reported study.\(^\text{22}\) This left four sets of journals that would be used in the qualitative analysis: a set of high-impact/general subject category journals; high-impact/specialized journals; low-impact/general journals; and a set of low-impact/specialized journals.

The average number of RCT citations per journal was calculated for each of these four sets. For all sets except the high-impact/general journals, five journals at or above this average were randomly selected for further exploration in the qualitative analysis. There were only six journals in the high-impact/general set, and excluding journals below the average number of RCT citations would have left fewer than five for analysis; therefore, high-impact/general journals were randomized without the exclusion process. In the low-impact/specialized subject set, the journal Trials was excluded from randomization due to the high number of published protocols for RCTs, which are not covered by the ICMJE policy.

Qualitative analysis

The websites of the 20 randomly selected journal titles were reviewed for a statement of their trial registration policies. Journal titles that form the ICMJE and nonmembers that stated their adoption of the ICMJE policy were noted. All other journal titles were individually examined for registration policies through website searching and reading author guidelines. Any requirements related to trial registration were noted. The percentage of registered RCTs by journal were matched to the noted policy and used to assess degree of policy compliance.

---


Results

Quantitative analysis

The final search strategy retrieved a total of 11,020 citations with RCTs in 1,590 unique journal titles published in 2013 (mean number of citations/journal title: 6.90; mode: 1; median: 3; range: 1 to 363) (see Figure 1). This total included 810 journals with at least one RCT citation that included a registry number, and 1,422 journals publishing at least one citation without a registry number. There was an overlap of 642 journals between these, representing journals that have published at least one RCT citation with and one citation without a registry number.

Of the total, 5,318 citations (48%) listed registry numbers (mean: 3.34; mode: 0; median: 1; range: 0 to 359), and 5,702 (52%) did not list registry numbers (mean: 3.59; mode: 1; median: 2; range: 0 to 82).

JCR impact factors were matched for only 843 of the 1,590 (53.02%) journal titles in the total sample. Since manual review of citations from the journal Trials showed it mainly published protocols and therefore fell outside the scope of this study, Trials was excluded from further analysis. This left the total of journals at 842. The number of journals and average percentage of registered RCTs per impact factor and subject category varied (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2013 JCR Impact Factor</th>
<th>JCR Subject Category</th>
<th>Total Number of Journals</th>
<th>Average Number of RCTs per Journal in 2013</th>
<th>Average Percent with Registry Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low (&lt;10)</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>40.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (≥10)</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>51.67</td>
<td>89.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (&lt;10)</td>
<td>Specialized</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>29.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (≥10)</td>
<td>Specialized</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29.84</td>
<td>67.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>31.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While low-impact journals published the majority of citations in the set matched to JCR, high-impact journals published more RCT results per journal (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2013 JCR Impact Factor/Category</th>
<th>Number of RCT Citations</th>
<th>Mode Number of RCT Citations</th>
<th>Median Number of RCT Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low/Specialized</td>
<td>5776 (83.00%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High/Specialized</td>
<td>567 (8.20%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low/General</td>
<td>274 (4.00%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High/General</td>
<td>310 (4.48%)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6927 (100%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall, high-impact journals were found to publish more RCTs on average in 2013 than low-impact journals (see Fig. 1).

**Figure 1**

**RCT Citations by 2013 JCR Impact Factor**

Qualitative analysis

All 20 journals examined in the qualitative analysis had a stated clinical trial registration policy. Most of the journals (n=15 or 75%) followed the ICMJE policy, but only six were full members of the ICMJE. The other journals stated a nonspecific registration policy, such as only stating a journal should include a registry number at the end of an abstract. The explicitness of the policy requirements varied across impact factor and subject category, and within each of the impact factor/subject category sets (see Fig. 2).

Of the high-impact/general journals, all followed the ICMJE policy. Only the high-impact/general journals were heterogeneous, with all these journals being full members of the ICMJE. The high-impact/specialized journals had one ICMJE member, with the other four listed as following the policy as nonmembers.

---


Low impact factor journals were found to have less specific policies and none had full membership in the ICMJE. Of the five low-impact/specialized subject journals, two followed the ICMJE policy as nonmembers. Three of the five low-impact/general subject journals followed the ICMJE policy.

Figure 2 Policies by Impact Factor/Subject Category Set

Of the 898 total RCT citations examined in the qualitative analysis, 357 (40%) were from high-impact/general subject journals. High-impact/specialized subject journals published 296 citations (33%). The remainder were distributed between low-impact/specialized subject journals \((n=165\text{ or }18\%)\) and low-impact/general subject journals \((n=80\text{ or }9\%)\).

As reported for the quantitative analysis results, the high impact factor journals used in the qualitative analysis also published the most RCTs on average in 2013 (71.4 RCTs), with high-impact/specialized subject journals second (59.2 RCTs). Low-impact/specialized subject journals published an average of 33 RCTs, and low-impact/specialized subject journals published an average of 16 RCTs.

When compared to the impact factor/category sets they were randomly selected from, the journals used for qualitative analysis had higher percentages of registered citations per journal. Journals in the high-impact/general subject set had the highest average percentage of citations with a registry number (92.7%) followed by low-impact/general subject journals (73.73%) high-impact/specialized subject journals (71.2%), and low-impact/specialized journals (60.88%).
**Discussion**

This fall project used quantitative and qualitative approaches to explore and understand factors that influence clinical trial registration among MEDLINE journals publishing the results of randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Quantitative analysis showed that trial registration could be increased, especially among low-impact journals. Qualitative analysis found that journal policies requiring registration as a prerequisite for publication have been widely adopted, but do not correspond to high rates of compliance. While the ICMJE statement encourages policy adoption to mitigate publication bias, this study found preliminary evidence that journal editors are not complying with their own policies.

Only a small number of journals were found to comply with trial registration policies by listing registration numbers in published articles. The final iteration of the search strategy found about half \((n=5,702 \text{ or } 51.74\%\) of the citations for articles reporting the results of RCTs in 2013 did not include a registry number. Citations that did include a registry number were published by only about a third \((n=810 \text{ or } 36.29\%\) of the journals in the overall sample. According to these results, a minority of journals seem to be publishing registry numbers in half of articles publishing the results of RCTs in 2013.

There was not a strict dichotomy among journals publishing results with registry numbers. Journals publishing both articles with and without a registry number made up 28.76\% \((n=642\) of the total. This implies journals are not consistent with requiring registry numbers in articles.

These findings are preliminary and limited. Some registered trials can still be missed during MEDLINE indexing, especially when registry number is not listed at the end of an abstract, even when it is listed within the full text of the article. Additionally, the number of RCTs published per journals was found to range greatly, with the majority of journals publishing only one RCT citation (mode=1). More detailed analyses, including manual review of full text articles for registry numbers and searching WHO ICTRP and ClinicalTrials.gov registries for registered trials published without registry numbers, are necessary to confirm the findings of this exploratory project and account for these variations.

Examining journals by impact factor provided further clarity. These data suggest journal impact factor is more likely than subject category to be associated with the degree to which registry numbers are published in MEDLINE RCT citations. The 25 high impact factor journals were found to be more likely to publish at least one RCT result citation with a registry number \((n=22 \text{ or } 92\%\) than the 817 low-impact journals \((n=438 \text{ or } 53.61\%\) in 2013 (i.e., a differential of 38.39\%). When compared by subject category, the 53 general category journals were only somewhat more likely to publish RCT citations with registry numbers \((n=34 \text{ or } 64.15\%\) than the 789 specialized category journals \((n=427 \text{ or } 54.12\%\).

A confounding factor is that many ICMJE member journals are also high-impact and therefore more likely to follow the ICMJE registration policy. For example, *New England Journal of Medicine* had the highest impact factor (54.42) and published the most registered RCT citations in its subject category with 110. Even after removal of the 9 ICMJE member journal titles from the high-impact set, the average percentage of citations with a registry number was 69.12\%. 
Although low impact factor journals constituted the vast majority of journals in the sample, high-impact journals were found to publish more RCT citations on average (30.54 MEDLINE citations per journal, or 12.66% of all citations) than low-impact journals (7.41 citations per journal).

The results of the qualitative analysis are consistent. All 10 high impact factor journals had explicit registration policies, while only half (n=10 or 50%) of the low-impact journals had such policies. Low adoption of registration policies by medical journal editors of low-impact journals has been shown in previous research, including among low-impact journals that publish few trial results.

The final search strategy developed for this project may be useful for other applications at the NLM. Single-term Randomized Controlled Trial Publication Type searching in MEDLINE/PubMed has been shown to balance recall and precision, with manual review of results needed to select relevant results. The timeframe and scope of this exploratory study did not allow for extensive manual review in order to select a study set of relevant RCT citations; therefore, the search strategy aimed for higher precision (i.e., a higher proportion of relevant results).

To limit the reduction in recall that follows an increase in precision, the final search strategy incorporated the COCHRANE Highly Sensitive Search Strategy for identifying randomized trials in MEDLINE but filtered out search terms found in the review of nonrelevant citations (e.g., “meta-analysis” or “prospective” in title and abstract). Limited review of the final search strategy results found that, when compared to a small set of the COCHRANE strategy results, retrieval of these nonrelevant citations was decreased and precision indeed appeared to have increased.

Limitations

Overall, the depth of the analysis in this project was limited by the timeframe required of a fall Associate project. Although it wasn’t possible in this project, a larger selection of journal policies to review could provide better insight into policy compliance.

Some published results of RCTs were excluded in the final iteration of the search. This search was conducted only on MEDLINE indexed journals, limiting the scope of this project, as RCTs are also published in nonindexed journals. The search was also limited to English language citations and citations with an abstract.

This study used MEDLINE-indexed registry numbers as a proxy for evaluating the degree of registration policy compliance on a large scale, but this can only examine compliance with the registration requirement. Citations with registry numbers do not necessarily comply with all journal registration policy requirements; listing of registry numbers in a published article is only one of the ICMJE’s required practices. For example, the ICMJE also requires prospective registration (defined as “at

---

or before the time of first patient enrollment”) and submission of complete registration data. Previous research has found published registered trials that have not met these requirements. This study can only assess the degree of compliance with the first step of the registration process and one policy requirement.

Additionally, although registry numbers are indexed for PubMed, some registered trials can still be indexed without a number due to error. These Secondary Source IDs are added during the data creation phase of the indexing process, and citations that do not follow a structured abstract format and clearly list a registry number at the end of an abstract may not have the ID added. The search string does target citations that have language indicative of a trial registry number in the abstract text (i.e., “trial registration”[Title/Abstract]), but registry numbers can still appear without searchable, signifying text in the abstract or in the nonsearchable full text of the article.

Recommendations

This project is exploratory, and there are improvements that could be made to the search process to refine the results and limit nonrelevant citations outside the scope of this study. Published protocols continue to appear in the results set, and a new search strategy that eliminates this type of publication would be valuable. Additionally, greater manual review of search results can inform search strategy improvement.

Due to the large number of results, manual review was not feasible in the time period required for this project. However, manual review is the only way to gain a sense of the completeness and accuracy of search results. The Associate recommends determining a reasonable, representative number of search results for review before changing the current search strategy.

Although impact factor is a useful tool for analysis in this project, there were difficulties in matching JCR’s journal abbreviations with the NLM’s. Manual matching is required, since the Associate prioritized matching high impact titles. For more complete analysis, manual matching for all titles is required.

The use of MEDLINE/PubMed searching to compare large sets of results is novel, with traditional use of PubMed designed to ultimately rely on user selection of relevant results. If comparison of PubMed results as aggregate data shows this method to be a reliable measure of trends in publishing and indexing, the NLM can use an iteration of this study’s final search strategy to review and improve the efficiency and accuracy of clinical trial indexing. This can inform more consistent indexing of trials, including updates in indexing policy and the Clinical Trials MeSH tree. Consistent indexing of RCTs would also make ongoing monitoring of registration compliance more feasible for researchers and

---


policymakers outside the NLM. The results of this project and the expertise of both the ClinicalTrials.gov and indexing staff should continue to be shared and consulted to support this goal.
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Appendix A
Iterative Search Strategies

First Search Strategy

ALL registered clinical trials EXCEPT Multicenter Studies AND Observational Studies IN 2013 IN Medline:

ALL clinical trials EXCEPT Multicenter Studies AND Observational Studies WITHOUT a registry ID IN 2013 IN Medline:

Second Search Strategy

ALL RCT publication type with a registry number with humans in 2013 in MEDLINE:

ALL RCT publication type without a registry number with humans in 2013 in MEDLINE:

Final Search Strategy based on COCHRANE28

ALL RCTs (based on publication type and title/abstract searching) with a registry number with humans in 2013 in MEDLINE:

http://handbook.cochrane.org/chapter_6/6_4/11_1_the_cochrane_highly_sensitive_search_strategies_for.htm
ALL RCTs (based on publication type and title/abstract searching) without a registry number with humans in 2013 in MEDLINE:

Appendix B
Literature Review of Searching for Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) in PubMed

Search Strategy
The Associate searched PubMed for relevant articles on how to find and retrieve Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) in MEDLINE/PubMed.

Search strategies used:
"information storage and retrieval"[MeSH Terms] AND "medline"[MeSH Terms] AND "randomized controlled trials as topic"[MeSH Terms]

"abstracting and indexing as topic"[MeSH Terms] AND "medline"[MeSH Terms] AND "randomized controlled trials as topic"[MeSH Terms]

Findings
A number of strategies for searching MEDLINE for RCTs have been proposed. Search strategies are required for retrieval of RCTs due to several factors, including indexers’ view of what constitutes an RCT and the short time spent on indexing.29

Efforts have been made to clarify published RCT abstract structure and items, most prominently through the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) Statement for Abstracts guidelines.30 A clear, structured abstract may help indexers more efficiently and accurately assess whether a published study is an RCT. Journals and papers that strictly adhere to the CONSORT guidelines can also make MEDLINE search simpler because terminology is standardized, and can therefore be integrated into the search strategy.

Narrowing search results to only RCTs is beneficial in systematic reviews31 and much of the literature on MEDLINE searching for RCTs comes from this field.

Annotated List of References

Authors compared MEDLINE citations indexed with the Randomized Controlled Trial Publication Type term from years where a Cochrane-NLM RCT retagging collaboration took place and years where the collaboration had not yet taken place. They found the publication type search on retagged citations was sensitive and precise, and recommended this simple search strategy for busy researchers. Publication type searching on citations that had not been retagged needed a modified strategy for good sensitivity and precision. The authors also state that researchers requiring high sensitivity, such as systematic reviewers and those conducting meta-analyses, should add additional search terms to the publication type search strategy. They recommend a modified Cochrane Highly Sensitive Search Strategy for this.


The authors examined 38 search filters used for identifying RCTs in MEDLINE/PubMed. They found these search filters ranged greatly in sensitivity, specificity, and precision. The authors also note that when searches are fine-tuned for one of these measures, it is usually at the sacrifice of other measures. Therefore, creating a search filter requires balancing these measures based on the unique requirements of the search.


Authors found a large number of RCT citations not indexed using the Randomized Controlled Trial Publication Type in MEDLINE. They suggest that research looking for RCTs in MEDLINE not rely solely on publication type searching.